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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a technique for detecting a pitch (or fundamental frequency) of an audio or
sound signal.
[0002] Heretofore, there have been proposed various techniques for detecting a pitch of an audio or sound signal.
Japanese Patent Application Laid-open Publication No. SHO-61-26089 discloses an example technique, where detection
is made of a pitch of a sound signal having passed through a low-pass filter and where the cutoff frequency of the low-
pass filter is variably controlled in accordance with a result of the pitch detection. The pitch detection technique disclosed
in the No. SHO-61-26089 publication can advantageously detect a pitch of a sound signal with a high accuracy because,
of the sound signal, intensities of peaks other than a peak corresponding to the pitch are controlled.
[0003] However, with the technique disclosed in the No. SHO-61-26089 publication, where the cutoff frequency of the
low-pass filter is changed instantaneously to a frequency corresponding to the detected pitch of the sound signal at a
predetermined time point after the pitch detection, pitches detected before and after the change of the cutoff frequency
tend to become unstable.
[0004] US patent 2,859,405 discloses a system for pitch detection, wherein a band pass filter (by means of a low pass
filter and a high pass filter) is used to filter the signal. The width of the filter is changed based on the control frequency
(or control current) as dependent on a detected pitch. Therein, a frequency meter sets the high and low pass filter values;
the band pass width is increased with a higher detected pitch. The values of the upper and lower value of the band pass
filter do not change over time.
[0005] In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to detect a pitch of a sound signal with a high
accuracy and in a stable manner.
[0006] The object of the invention is achieved by the appended claims.
[0007] In order to accomplish the above-mentioned object, the present invention provides an improved pitch detection
apparatus, which comprise: a band-pass filter which suppresses frequency components of a sound signal that are lower
than a low-side cutoff frequency and that are higher than a high-side cutoff frequency; a pitch detection section which
detects a pitch of the sound signal having been processed by the band-pass filter; a target setting section which, in
accordance with the pitch detected by the pitch detection, variably sets a low-side target value lower than the detected
pitch and a high-side target value higher than the detected pitch; and a filter control section which not only causes the
low-side cutoff frequency to approach the low-side target value over time (i.e., with the passage of time) independently
from the high-side cutoff frequency but also causes the high-side cutoff frequency to approach the high-side target value
over time independently

from the low-side cutoff frequency.

[0008] According to the present invention, the low-side target value and the high-side target value are variably set in
accordance with a detected pitch of a sound signal. Once the low-side target value and the high-side target value are
changed, the low-side cutoff frequency and the high-side cutoff frequency are caused to approach the changed low-
side target value and the changed high-side target value, respectively, progressively over time without the low-side and
high-side cutoff frequencies, which determines the pass band of the band-pass filter, being switched instantaneously to
the changed low-side and high-side target values. In this way, the pass band of the band-pass filter can be smoothly
(i.e., not rapidly) variably controlled in response to pitch change of the sound signal that is an object of pitch detection.
[0009] The present invention may be constructed and implemented not only as the apparatus invention as discussed
above but also as a method invention. Also, the present invention may be arranged and implemented as a software
program for execution by a processor such as a computer or DSP, as well as a storage medium storing such a software
program. In this case, the program may be provided to a user in the storage medium and then installed into a computer
of the user, or delivered from a server apparatus to a computer of a client via a communication network and then installed
into the client’s computer. Further, the processor used in the present invention may comprise a dedicated processor
with dedicated logic built in hardware, not to mention a computer or other general-purpose type processor capable of
running a desired software program.
[0010] The following will describe embodiments of the present invention, but it should be appreciated that the present
invention is not limited to the described embodiments and various modifications of the invention are possible without
departing from the basic principles. The scope of the present invention is therefore to be determined solely by the
appended claims.
[0011] For better understanding of the object and other features of the present invention, its preferred embodiments
will be described hereinbelow in greater detail with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a pitch detection apparatus according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a conceptual diagram explanatory of relationship between a target band and a pitch in the first embodiment;
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Fig. 3 is a flow chart of behavior of a control section in the first embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a timing chart explanatory of relationship between pass bands and pitches in the first embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a timing chart explanatory of relationship between pass bands and pitches in the first embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a timing chart explanatory of relationship between pass bands and pitches in the first embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing a pitch detection apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a pitch detection apparatus according to a third embodiment of the present
invention; and
Fig. 9 is a timing chart explanatory of behavior of the third embodiment.

A. First Embodiment:

[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a pitch detection apparatus 100 according to a first embodiment of the present
invention. Each sound signal A0, of which pitch is to be detected i.e. which is an object of pitch detection, is supplied
(or input) to the pitch detection apparatus 100. The sound signal A0 is a time series of signal values (e.g., a train of
intensity samples) indicative of a waveform, on a time axis, of a sound (voice or musical tone). Supply source (not shown)
of sound signals A0 is, for example, a sound pickup device that generates sound signals A0 corresponding to ambient
sounds, and/or a reproduction device that acquires and outputs sound signals A0 from a recording medium. The pitch
detection apparatus 100 detects a pitch (fundamental frequency) PA of each supplied sound signal A0.
[0013] As shown in Fig. 1, the pitch detection apparatus 100 is implemented by a computer system that includes an
arithmetic processing device 12 and a storage device 14. The storage device 14 stores therein programs and various
data to be used for detecting a pitch PA from a sound signal A0. Any suitable conventionally-known storage medium,
such as a semiconductor storage or magnetic storage medium, may be employed as the storage device 14.
[0014] The arithmetic processing device 12 functions as a plurality of components, such as a signal segmentation
section 22, band-pass filter 24, pitch detection section 26 and control section 30, by executing the programs stored in
the storage device 14. There may be employed an alternative construction where an electronic circuit (DSP) dedicated
to processing of a sound signal A0 implements the individual components of the arithmetic processing device 12, or
where the individual components of the arithmetic processing device 12 are provided distributively on a plurality of
integrated circuits.
[0015] The signal segmentation section 22 of Fig. 1 segments a supplied sound signal A0 into a plurality of time frames
(hereinafter referred to as "unit segments") U on the time axis. Each of the unit segments U is a segment to be used as
a minimum unit for pitch detection; namely, a pitch PA is detected for each of the unit segments U. For example, each
of the unit segments U corresponds to a predetermined number of signal sample values (e.g., 128 signal sample values)
of the sound signal A0.
[0016] The band-pass filter 24 generates a sound signal A1 by attenuating frequency components, outside its pass
band B, of the sound signal A0 having been subjected to the processing by the signal segmentation section 22. The
pass band B is a frequency band between a low-side cutoff frequency FC_L and a high-side cutoff frequency FC_H.
Namely, the band-pass filter 24 suppresses frequency components of the sound signal A0 which are lower than the low-
side cutoff frequency FC_L and higher than the high-side cutoff frequency FC_H. The low-side cutoff frequency FC_L
and the high-side cutoff frequency FC_H are variably set under control of the control section 30, as will be later described
in detail. The band-pass filter 24 may comprise a high-pass filter having the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L as its cutoff
frequency, and a low-pass filter having the high-side cutoff frequency FC_H as its cutoff frequency. Note that there may
be employed an alternative construction where the signal segmentation section 22 segments the sound signal A1, having
been processed by the signal segmentation section 22, into unit segments U.
[0017] The pitch detection section 26 detects a pitch PA of the sound signal, having been processed by the band-
pass filter 24, for each of the unit segments U. For each of the unit segments U of the sound signal A1 for which no pitch
PA has been detected (like a unit segment U of an unvoiced sound or a no-sound-generated unit U which has no clear
harmonic structure), a result indicating "no pitch has been detected" (or non-pitch-detectable state) is output.
[0018] The pitch PA can be calculated as a logarithmic value in cents, as defined in Mathematical Expression (1)
below. Coefficient F0 in Mathematical Expression (1) represents a minimum value of possible frequencies (Hz) which
the sound signal A1 is assumed to have, and this coefficient F0 is set at an appropriate value in accordance with a
characteristic of a sound generation source (such as a musical instrument or a human). In the case of a sound signal
A0 obtained by sampling a performance tone of a guitar, for example, the coefficient F0 is set at 8.1757989 Hz. Further,
a coefficient FP in Mathematical Expression (1) represents a pitch (fundamental frequency) in hertz (Hz) of the sound
signal A1. 
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[0019] Any suitable conventionally-known technique may be employed for detecting a pitch PA of a sound signal A1.
For example, there may be employed a method where extreme values in a trajectory of the greater of reference values
attenuating over time from intensities of individual peaks of a sound signal A1 and signal values of the sound signal A1
are detected as peaks of the sound signal A1 and then a pitch PA is detected from intervals between the peaks (e.g.,
the method disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-open Publication No. SHO-61-44330). Also suitable for de-
tecting a pitch PA of a sound signal A1 is a zero crossing method where a pitch PA is detected on the basis of intervals
between zero crossover points at which the intensity of the sound signal A1 changes across zero, or an auto correlation
method where a pitch PA is detected on the basis of a section where autocorrelation values of a sound signal A1 become
greatest (i.e., pitch period of the sound signal A1).
[0020] The control section 34 variably controls the pass band B (determined by the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L
and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H) of the band-pass filter 24, and it includes a target setting section 32 and a filter
control section 34. The target setting section 32 variably sets a target value of the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L
(hereinafter referred to as ’‘low-side target value") and a target value of the high-side cutoff frequency FC_H (hereinafter
referred to as "high-side target value") in accordance with the pitch PA detected by the pitch detection section 26.
[0021] As shown in Fig. 2, the low-side target value FT_L is a frequency lower than the pitch PA, while the high-side
target value FT_H is a frequency higher than the pitch PA. More specifically, the target setting section 32 sets, as the
low-side target value FT_L, a frequency calculated by subtracting a first predetermined offset value OFST_L (in cents)
from the pitch PA (see Mathematical Expression (2a) below) and sets, as the high-side target value FT_H, a frequency
calculated by adding a second predetermined offset value OFST_H (in cents) to the pitch PA (see Mathematical Ex-
pression (2b) below). Frequency band between the low-side target value FT_L and the high-side target value FT_H
(hereinafter referred to as "target band") BT is used as a target of change of the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24.
As shown in Fig. 2, the pitch PA is a frequency within (i.e., inside) the target band BT. Note that the target band BT has
a bandwidth of a fixed value (OFST_L + OFST_H) (cent value) that does not depend on the pitch PA. 

[0022] The predetermined offset values OFST_L and OFST_H are selected, for example, in accordance with a char-
acteristic of a sound generation source of a sound signal A0 (such as a type or tone color of a musical instrument). Tone
of a guitar, for example, has the characteristic that components of overtones (particularly the second overtone) of the
tone are greater in intensity than a component of a pitch (fundamental frequency) PA. Thus, the predetermined offset
value OFST_H is set at a greater value (cent value) than the predetermined offset value OFST_L so that the target band
BT includes frequencies of the second and third overtones corresponding to the assumed pitch PA of the sound signal
A1. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 2, the target band BT is a frequency band having a high-side range wider than a
low-side range as viewed from the pitch PA.
[0023] The filter control section 34 of Fig. 1 sequentially updates the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L and high-side
cutoff frequency FC_H of the pass band B per each of the unit segments U in such a manner that the pass band B of
the band-pass filter 24 approaches the target band BT per each of the unit segments U.
[0024] Fig. 3 is a flow chart explanatory of behavior of the control section 30 (target setting section 32 and filter control
section 34). Process of Fig. 3 is executed each time the pitch detection section 26 detects a pitch PA (per unit segment
U). Fig. 4 illustrates changes over time, or with the passage of time, of the pass band B (low-side cutoff frequency FC_L
and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H) and the pitch PA. In the illustrated example of Fig. 4, it is assumed that no pitch
PA is detected in the unit segments U1 and U2 (as indicated by mark "X").
[0025] Upon start of the process of Fig. 3, the control section 30 determines, at step S1, whether the pitch detection
section 26 has detected (or could detect) a pitch PA. If no pitch PA has been detected (i.e., no clear harmonic structure
is present in the unit segment U in question) as determined at step S1, the filter control section 34 initializes the low-
side cutoff frequency FC_L of the pass band B to a predetermined value (hereinafter referred to as "low-side initial
value") F0_L and initializes the high-side cutoff frequency FC_H of the pass band B to a predetermined value (hereinafter
referred to as ’’high-side initial value") F0_H, as shown in Fig. 4. at step S2. Namely, the pass band B of the band-pass
filter 24 is initialized to an initial band B0 between the low-side initial value F0_L and the high-side initial value F0_H.
The low-side initial value F0_L and the high-side initial value F0_H are set in accordance with a characteristic of a sound
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generation source of a sound signal A0 (such as a type or tone color of a musical instrument) in such a manner that all
possible pitches PA that may be detected for the sound signal A0 fall within the initial band B0. The initial band B0 has
a bandwidth greater than the bandwidth (OFST_L + OFST_H) of the target band BT.
[0026] If the pitch detection section 26 has detected (or could detect) a pitch PA (YES determination at step S1), the
control section 30 further determines, at step S3, whether the detected pitch PA is different, i.e., has changed, from a
pitch PA in the immediately preceding unit segment U. More specifically, the control section 30 determines that the
detected pitch PA in the current unit segment U has changed from the pitch PA in the immediately preceding unit segment
U, if the absolute value of a difference between the pitch PA in the current unit segment U and the pitch PA in the
immediately preceding unit segment U is greater than a predetermined value; otherwise, the control section 30 determines
that the detected pitch PA in the current unit segment U has not changed from the pitch PA in the immediately preceding
unit segment U. Affirmative (i.e., YES) determination is also made at step S3 when no pitch PA was detected in the
immediately preceding unit segment U.
[0027] With a YES determination at step S3, the target setting section 32 updates the target band BT (i..e, low-side
target value FT_L and low-side target value FT_H) in accordance with the detected pitch PA, at step S4. Namely, the
target setting section 32 sets a low-side target value FT_L and high-side target value FT_H by performing the arithmetic
operations of Mathematical Expressions (2a) and (2b) on the detected pitch PA in the current unit segment U. Namely,
the low-side target value FT_L and high-side target value FT_H are updated each time the sound signal A0 changes in
pitch PA.
[0028] Following step S4, the filter control section 34 at step S5 updates the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L and high-
side cutoff frequency FC_H so that the pass band BT of the band-pass filter 24 approaches the target band BT updated
at step S4. If, on the other hand, the pitch PA detected by the pitch detection section 26 in the current unit segment U
has not changed from the pitch PA in the immediately preceding unit segment U (NO determination at step S3), the filter
control section 34 goes to step S5, without performing updating of the target pass band BT (step S4), to update (or
interpolate between) the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H. The operation at step
S5 will be detailed below.
[0029] Let’s assume a case where a pitch PA1 is detected in the unit segment U3 (YES determination at step S3) as
shown in Fig. 4 and the pitch PA1 does not change in the individual unit segments U (U4, U5, ...) following the unit
segment U3. The target setting section 32 sets a target band BT1 corresponding to the pitch PA1. Per each of the unit
segments U, the filter control section 34 increases or decreases the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L by a predetermined
value (i.e., unit change amount) Δ in such a way to approach the low-side target value FT_L of the target band BT1
corresponding to the pitch PA1. Once the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L reaches a predetermined range including the
low-side target value FT_L, i.e. when the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L has sufficiently approached the low-side target
value FT_L, the filter control section 34 terminates the changing of the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L. Likewise, the
filter control section 34 increases or decreases the high-side cutoff frequency FC_H by a predetermined value Δ until it
sufficiently approaches the high-side target value FT_H. Through repetition of the aforementioned operation, the pass
band B of the band-pass filter 24 approaches the target band BT1 progressively over time (i.e., with the passage of
time), so that the pass band B reaches the target band BT1 at the time of the unit segment U8.
[0030] Fig. 5 shows change over time (i.e., with the passage of time) of the pass band B when the pitch PA has
changed while the pass band B is changing to the target band BT1 corresponding to a pitch PA1. More specifically, it
is assumed here that a pitch PA2 different from the pitch PA1 of the unit segment U6 has been detected in the unit
segment U7 (YES determination at step S3). The target setting section 32 updates the target band BT1, corresponding
to the unchanged PA1 (i.e., pitch that was being detected before the pitch change), to a target band BT2 corresponding
to the changed PA2, at step S4. Thus, in and after the unit segment U8, the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24
continues to narrow over time from the one of the unit segment U7 toward the updated target band BT2, at step S5.
[0031] Fig. 6 illustrates change over time of the pass band B in a case where the pitch PA changes in the unit segment
U10 after it reaches the target band BT1. Because the bandwidth of the target band BT1 is set at the fixed value (OFST_L
+ OFST_H) that does not depend on the pitch PA, only the position, on the frequency axis, the pass band B in each of
the unit segments U following the segment U10 approaches over time the target band BT2 (target band BT corresponding
to the changed pitch PA2) with its bandwidth maintained at the value (OFST_L + OFST_H).
[0032] As set forth above, each time the pitch PA of the sound signal A0 changes, the pass band B (low-side target
value FT_L and high-side target value FT_H) is caused to approach over time the target band BT corresponding to the
changed pitch PA. Then, once a state where no pitch PA is detected (i.e., non-pitch-detectable state) occurs (NO
determination at step S1), the pass band B is initialized to the initial band B0.
[0033] In the above-described embodiment, the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 is variably set in accordance
with a pitch PA of a sound signal A0. Namely, the varied pass band B is used for pitch detection after frequency
components (e.g., noise components), diverged from the pitch PA, of the sound signal A0 is suppressed. Thus, the
instant embodiment can detect a pitch PA of a sound signal A0 with a high accuracy as compared to the construction
where the pass band B is fixed or the band-pass filter 24 is omitted. In the case of a tone of a musical instrument, such
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as a guitar or piano, whose tone generation source is a string, there is a noticeable tendency that its intensity attenuates
immediate after the tone generation so that noise is emphasized relatively. Thus, the first embodiment can effectively
achieve the advantageous benefit that it can detect a pitch PA with a high accuracy while reducing influences of noise,
particularly in a case where a pitch PA of a tone generated from a tone generation source in the form of a string is to be
detected.
[0034] Further, because the instant embodiment changes the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 progressively
over time toward the target band BT, a pitch PA of a sound signal A0 can be detected in a stable manner as compared
to the construction where the pass band B is changed instantaneously to the target band BT.

B. Second Embodiment:

[0035] The following describe a second embodiment of the present invention, with reference to Fig. 7. Whereas the
above-described first embodiment is constructed to initialize the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 to the initial band
B0 when no pitch PA has been detected (i.e., non-pitch-detectable state has occurred), the second embodiment of the
pitch detection apparatus 100 is constructed to initialize the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 to the initial band B0
when an attack (rise in intensity) of a sound signal A0 has been detected. In Fig. 7, elements similar in operation or
function to those in the first embodiment are indicated by the same reference numerals and characters as used for the
first embodiment and will not be described here to avoid unnecessary duplication.
[0036] As shown in Fig. 7, the second embodiment of the pitch detection apparatus 100 is generally similar in con-
struction to the first embodiment, but different in that it includes an attack detection section 42 that is not included in the
first embodiment. The attack detection section 42 detects an attack (rise in intensity) of a sound signal A0. Upon detection
of the attack, the attack detection section 42 supplies a signal SATK to the control section 30. Any suitable conventionally-
known technique may be employed for detection of an attack of a sound signal A0. For example, there may be employed
a technique which detects, as an attack, a time point when a signal value (intensity) of a sound signal A0 has risen
beyond a predetermined amount or range.
[0037] Once the signal SATK is supplied from the attack detection section 42, i.e. once an attach of the sound signal
A0 is detected, the control section 30 initialize the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 to the initial band B0. In the
second embodiment, the same operations as those at and after step S3 of Fig. 3 are performed, but the operations at
steps S1 and S2 of Fig. 3 are omitted in the second embodiment.
[0038] In the above-described first embodiment, where the pass band B is initialized in response to non-detection of
any pitch PA, the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 may sometimes be initialized at a time point delayed from an
attack of a sound signal A0. If the initialization of the pass band B is delayed like this, a pitch PA may sometimes not be
accurately detected in a case where components of pitches PA in unit segments from the attack of the sound signal A0
to the initialization (i.e., expansion) of the pass band B are located outside the narrower pass band B before being
initialized (and thus these components are suppressed by the band-pass filter 24). However, in the second embodiment,
where the pass band B is initialized in response to detection of an attack of a sound signal A0, it is possible to promptly
initialize the pass band B without waiting for the result of the detection (i.e., presence or absence of a detected pitch
PA) by the pitch detection section 26. Thus, the second embodiment can detect a pitch PA of a sound signal A0
(particularly, a pitch PA near the attack of the sound signal A0) with a high accuracy as compared to the first embodiment
of the present invention.

C. Example:

[0039] Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a pitch detection apparatus 100 according to the example of the present
invention.
In Fig. 8, elements similar in operation or function to those in the first embodiment are indicated by the same reference
numerals and characters as used for the first embodiment and will not be described here to avoid unnecessary duplication.
As shown, the example of the pitch detection apparatus 100 is generally similar in construction to the first embodiment,
but different in that it includes a holding section 52. an output control section 54 and an adjustment section 56 that are
not included in the first embodiment.
[0040] The holding section 52 is a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) type delay buffer (register or memory) that sequentially
holds a plurality of (i.e., N) of unit segments U of a sound signal A0, output from the signal segmentation section 22, in
the same order as the unit segments U are supplied from the signal segmentation section 22. Although the holding
section 52 is shown as a separate component from the storage device 14 in the figure, a storage area of the storage
device 14 may be used as the holding section 52.
[0041] The output control section 54 selectively acquires any one of the N unit segments U. The unit segment U which
the output control section 54 acquires from the holding section 52 (i.e., readout position of the holding section 52) is
variably controlled. Thus, the holding section 52 and the output control section 54 function as a delay circuit for imparting
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a variable delay amount D to the individual unit segments U. Namely, the operation of the output control section 54
acquiring the latest (first-stage) unit segment U from among the N unit segments U corresponds to operation of a delay
circuit whose delay amount D is set at a minimum value (zero), while the operation of the output control section 54
acquiring the oldest (N-th-stage) unit segment U from among the N unit segments U corresponds to operation of the
delay circuit whose delay amount D is set at a maximum value N.
[0042] The adjustment section 56 adjusts the sound signal intensity of the unit segment U acquired by and the output
from the output control section 54. For example, the adjustment section 56 may be in the form of a multiplier for multiplying
the signal value of the sound signal A0 by a variable adjustment value M. The sound signal A0 adjusted by the adjustment
section 56 is supplied to the band-pass filter 24. Control of the adjustment value M will be described later.
[0043] Fig. 9 is a timing chart showing operation of the third embodiment. As shown in Fig. 9, individual unit segments
U of a sound signal A0 are sequentially supplied to the holding section 52 with a cyclic period t1. Until the pitch detection
section 26 detects a pitch PA of any one of the unit segments U, the delay amount D of the output control section 54 is
kept set at a minimum value (zero), and the adjustment value M of the adjustment section 56 is kept set at a reference
value of "1". Thus, the individual unit segments output from the signal segmentation section 22 are sequentially supplied
to the band-pass filter 24, with no delay, with the cyclic period t1 by way of the holding section 52 and adjustment section
56. Until the pitch detection section 26 detects a pitch PA of any one of the unit segments U, the pass band B of the
band-pass filter 24 is kept set at the initial band B0. As indicated by "Detection of Pitch PA", the illustrated example of
Fig. 9 assumes a case where no pitch PA is detected in and before the unit segment Uk-1 (as indicated by mark "X")
and a pitch PA is detected in each of the following unit segments U (i.e., in and after the unit segment Uk (given time frame)).
[0044] Once the pitch detection section 26 detects a pitch PA[Uk] of the unit segment Uk, the target setting section
32 of the control section 30 calculates a target band BT (i..e, low-side target value FT_L and high-side target value
FT_H) by performing the arithmetic operations of Mathematical Expressions (2a) and (2b) above on the detected pitch
PA[Uk]. Further, the filter control section 34 sets the target band BT, set by the target setting section 32 in accordance
with the detected pitch PA[Uk], into the band-pass filter 24 as the band B. Namely, whereas the above-described first
and second embodiments are constructed to cause the pass band B to approach the target band BT progressively over
time, the example is constructed to set the pass band B at the target band BT (i.e., set the target band BT as the pass
band B) immediately after the detection of the pitch PA[Uk].
[0045] Once the pass band B is set at the target band BT, the output control section 54 sets the delay amount D at
the maximum value N (i..e, delay amount D corresponding to the N-th-stage unit segment U). Then, in a time period TR
following the setting of the target band BT and having a time length equal to or smaller than the cyclic period t1 (this
time period will hereinafter be referred to as "re-processing time period TR"), the output control section 54, while se-
quentially reducing the delay amount D to the minimum value (zero) with a cyclic period t2 (e.g., t2 = t1 / N) shorter than
the cyclic period t1, sequentially acquires, from the holding section 52, unit segments U corresponding to delay amounts
D and outputs the acquired unit segments U to the adjustment section 56. Thus, as shown in Fig. 9 ("Output from Holding
Section 52"), the N unit segments U (Uk-(N-2) - Uk+1) held by the holding section 52 at the end point of the re-processing
time period TR are sequentially output to the adjustment section 56, in predetermined order from the oldest unit segment
U (i.e., unit segment Uk-(N-2) stored at the N-th stage) to the newest unit segment U (i..e, unit segment UK+1 stored at
the first stage) with the cyclic period t2 in the re-processing time period TR. Namely, in this case, the N unit segments
U are sequentially output from the holding section 52 at a higher speed (N-fold or N-times higher speed) than in the
case where no pitch PA has been detected (i.e., in a time period other than the re-processing time period TR). At the
time point when the pass band B has been set at the target pass BT, the adjustment value M of the adjustment section
56 is set at a positive number smaller than the reference value "1" and then increases over time to reach the reference
value; namely, the sound signal to be supplied to the band-pass filter 24 is temporarily lowered in level and then pro-
gressively returned to the original level.
[0046] The band-pass filter 24, whose pass band B has been controlled to take the target pass BT, sequentially
processes the N units output from the holding section 52 at the N-fold (N-times higher) speed, and then the pitch detection
section 26, as shown in Fig. 9 ("Detection of Pitch PA"), sequentially detects and outputs the respective pitches (PA[Uk-(N-
1) - PA[Uk+1]] of the N unit segments U having been processed by the band-pass filter 24. Namely, for the individual
unit segments U having been held by the holding section 52 at the time point when the pitch PA[Uk] of the unit segment
Uk is detected, not only the filtering by the band-pass filter 24. whose pass band B is set at the initial band B0, and the
pitch detection by the pitch detection section 26 is performed with the cyclic period t1, but also the filtering by the band-
pass filter 24, whose pass band B is set at the target band BT, and the pitch detection by the pitch detection section 26
is performed with the cyclic period t2 (at the N-fold speed) in the re-processing time period TR. Because the pass band
B is set at the target band BT corresponding to the pitch PA of the sound signal A0, the pitches PA detected for the
individual unit segments U within the re-processing time period TR are more accurate than the pitches PA detected with
the initial band B0 before the start of the re-processing time period TR. Note that, in the pitch detection, the band-pass
filter 24 operates at a high speed in accordance with a predetermined clock rate rather than operating in real time in
accordance with a sampling rate of an audio sound signal in question. Thus, it is possible to collectively process, with
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no particular problem, sound signals (delayed sound signals) of a plurality of previous time frames within the re-processing
time period TR corresponding to the cyclic period t1 of a real-time sampling rate.
[0047] The delay amount D decreases to zero at the end point of the re-processing time period TR. After elapse of
the re-processing time period TR, the filtering (with the target band BT) by the band-pass filter 24 and the pitch detection
by the pitch detection section 26 is performed sequentially on unit segments U (following the unit segment Uk+1) supplied
sequentially from the signal segmentation section 22 with the cyclic period t1, in the same way as before the start of the
re-processing time period TR. Operation performed in response to change in the pitch PA after the elapse of the re-
processing time period TR is similar to that described above with reference to Fig. 6. Further, when no pitch PA has
been detected (i.e., when the non-pitch-detectable state occurred) after the elapse of the re-processing time period TR,
the control section 30 (filter control section 34) initializes the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 to the initial band B0.
[0048] The above-described example of the present invention, where the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 is
variably set in accordance with a pitch PA of a sound signal A0, can detect a pitch PA of a sound signal A0 with a high
accuracy in the same manner as the first embodiment. Further, because the example is constructed to perform the
filtering, using the target band BT corresponding to the pitch PA, and pitch detection (re-detection of a pitch) on previous
unit segments having been subjected to the filtering and pitch detection using the initial band B0, the example can
advantageously detect pitches PA of the individual unit segments U in a stable manner, despite the construction that
the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 is changed instantaneously to the target band BT corresponding to the detected
pitch PA. Further, because individual unit segments are output from the holding section 52 at the N-fold speed within
the re-processing time period TR, pitches PA can be detected, with no delay, for unit segments U to be newly supplied
to the holding section 52 after the lapse of the re-processing time period TR.
[0049] Further, because the instant example lowers a signal value of the sound signal A0 in accordance with an
adjustment value M at the beginning of the re-processing time period TR, it can advantageously suppress discontinuity
of the waveform of the sound signal A0 at the start point of the re-processing time period TR. However, if discontinuity
of the waveform of the sound signal A0 does not present any particular problem, then the adjustment section 56 of Fig.
9 may be dispensed with.
[0050] Note that, whereas Fig. 9 shows the example as constructed on the basis of the first embodiment, the construction
of the second embodiment for initializing the pass band B to the initial band B0 in response to detection of an attack of
an audio or sound signal A0 may also be added to the example of Fig. 9.

D. Modifications:

[0051] The above-described embodiments may be modified variously. Specific examples of such modifications are
as follows. Two or more selected ones of the following examples may be combined as necessary.

(1) Modification 1:

[0052] Whereas each of the above-described embodiments has been described above as setting the bandwidth of
the target band BT at the fixed value (OFST_L+ OFST_H), the bandwidth of the target band BT may be variably controlled,
for example, in accordance with a detected pitch PA. For example, the target band BT may be set at a wider bandwidth
as the detected pitch PA becomes higher.

(2) Modification 2:

[0053] Whereas each of the above-described embodiments is constructed to initialize the pass band B of the band-
pass filter 24 in response to non-detection of any pitch PA, i.e. non-pitch-detectable state (first embodiment) or in response
to detection of an attack of a sound signal A0 (second embodiment), the present invention is not so limited; for example,
the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 may be initialized to the initial band B0 in response to detection of a release
(fall) of a sound signal A0.

(3) Modification 3:

[0054] Whereas each of the first and second embodiments has been described above as causing the low-side cutoff
frequency FC_L and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H to approach the low-side target value FT_L and high-side target
value FT_H, respectively, by varying the low-side cutoff frequency FC_L and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H by the
predetermined value Δ at a time, the way for causing the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 to approach the target
band BT is not so limited; for example, there may be employed a construction where a low-side cutoff frequency FC_L
and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H at each intermediate time point in a predetermined time period are controlled (or
interpolated) in such a manner that the pass band B of the band-pass filter 24 can approach the target band BT within
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the predetermined time period. Therefore, in this case, a minimum unit change amount of the low-side cutoff frequency
FC_L and high-side cutoff frequency FC_H need not be of a fixed value Δ.

Claims

1. A pitch detection apparatus comprising:

a band-pass filter (24) which is adapted to suppress frequency components of a sound signal that are lower
than a low-side cutoff frequency and that are higher than a high-side cutoff frequency; and
a pitch detection section (26) which is adapted to detect a pitch of the sound signal having been processed by
said band-pass filter (24),
characterized in that said pitch detection apparatus further comprises:

a target setting section (32) which, in accordance with the pitch detected by said pitch detection section
(26), is adapted to variably set a low-side target value lower than the detected pitch and a high-side target
value higher than the detected pitch; and
a filter control section (34) which is adapted to cause the low- and high-side cutoff frequencies to approach
their respective target values over time independently of each other.

2. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein said filter control section (34) is adapted to initialize
the low-side cutoff frequency and the high-side cutoff frequency to respective predetermined initial values.

3. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in claim 2 wherein said filter control section (34) is adapted to initialize
the low-side cutoff frequency and the high-side cutoff frequency to the respective predetermined initial values when
no pitch has been detected by said pitch detection section (26).

4. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in claim 2 which further comprises an attack detection section (42) which
is adapted to detect an attack of the sound signal, and wherein, when said attack detection section (42) has detected
an attack of the sound signal, said filter control section (34) initializes the low-side cutoff frequency and the high-
side cutoff frequency to the respective predetermined initial values.

5. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in any of claims 2 - 4 wherein an initial band determined by the low-side
cutoff frequency and the high-side cutoff frequency initialized by said filter control section (34) is a frequency band
including a relatively wide range of possible pitches which the sound signal may have.

6. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in claim 5 wherein said filter control section (34) is adapted to determine
the respective predetermined initial values of the low-side cutoff frequency and the high-side cutoff frequency such
that the initial band has a bandwidth corresponding to a characteristic of a sound generation source of the sound
signal.

7. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in any of claims 1 - 6 wherein said target setting section (32) is adapted
to set, as the low-side target value, a value lower by a first offset value than the pitch detected by said pitch detection
section (26) and is adapted to set, as the high-side target value, a value higher by a second offset value than the
pitch detected by said pitch detection section (26).

8. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in claim 7 wherein said second offset value comprises a greater cent value
than said first offset value.

9. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in claim 7 or 8 wherein the first and second offset values are determined
in accordance with a characteristic of a sound generation source of the sound signal.

10. The pitch detection apparatus as claimed in any of claims 1 - 9 wherein said pitch detection section (26) is adapted
to sequentially detect a pitch of the sound signal for each of predetermined time frames.

11. A computer-implemented pitch detection method comprising:

a step of filtering a sound signal for suppressing frequency components of the sound signal that are lower than
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a low-side cutoff frequency and that are higher than a high-side cutoff frequency; and
a step of detecting a pitch of the sound signal having been processed by said step of filtering,
characterized in that said pitch detection method further comprises:

a step of variably setting a low-side target value lower than the pitch detected by said step of detecting and
a high-side target value higher than the detected pitch; and
a step of causing the low-side cutoff frequency to approach the low-side target value over time and causing
the high-side cutoff frequency to approach the high-side target value over time independently of each other.

12. A computer-readable storage medium storing a program adapted to cause a computer to
perform a pitch detection method, said pitch detection method comprising:

a step of filtering a sound signal for suppressing frequency components of the sound signal that are lower than
a low-side cutoff frequency and that are higher than a high-side cutoff frequency; and
a step of detecting a pitch of the sound signal having been processed by said step of filtering,
characterized in that said pitch detection method further comprises:

a step of variably setting a low-side target value lower than the pitch detected by said step of detecting and
a high-side target value higher than the detected pitch; and
a step of causing the low-side cutoff frequency to approach the low-side target value over time and causing
the high-side cutoff frequency to approach the high-side target value over time independently of each other.

Patentansprüche

1. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung, aufweisend:

einen Bandpassfilter (24), der dazu angepasst ist, Frequenzkomponenten eines Klangsignals zu unterdrücken,
die niedriger als eine untere Grenzfrequenz sind und die höher als eine obere Grenzfrequenz sind; und
einen Tonhöhenerfassungsabschnitt (26), der dazu angepasst ist, eine Tonhöhe des von dem Bandpassfilter
(24) verarbeiteten Klangsignals zu erfassen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung ferner aufweist:

einen Zieleinstellabschnitt (32), der dazu angepasst ist, gemäß der von dem Tonhöhenerfassungsabschnitt
(26) erfassten Tonhöhe variabel einen unteren Zielwert einzustellen, der niedriger als die erfasste Tonhöhe
ist, und einen oberen Zielwert einzustellen, der höher als die erfasste Tonhöhe ist; und
einen Filtersteuerungsabschnitt (34), der dazu angepasst ist zu verursachen, dass die obere und die untere
Grenzfrequenz sich mit der Zeit unabhängig voneinander ihren jeweiligen Zielwerten annähern.

2. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der Filtersteuerungsabschnitt (34) dazu angepasst ist,
die untere Grenzfrequenz und die obere Grenzfrequenz auf jeweilige vorbestimmte Anfangswerte zu initialisieren.

3. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei der Filtersteuerungsabschnitt dazu angepasst ist, die
untere Grenzfrequenz und die obere Grenzfrequenz auf die jeweiligen vorbestimmten Anfangswerte zu initialisieren,
wenn von dem Tonhöhenerfassungsabschnitt (26) keine Tonhöhe erfasst wurde.

4. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 2, die ferner einen Attack-Erfassungabschnitt (42) aufweist, der
dazu angepasst ist, eine Attack des Klangsignals zu erfassen, und wobei, wenn der Attack-Erfassungsabschnitt
(42) eine Attack des Klangsignals erfasst hat, der Filtererfassungsabschnitt (34) die untere Grenzfrequenz und die
obere Grenzfrequenz auf die jeweiligen vorbestimmten Anfangswerte initialisiert.

5. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, wobei ein anfängliches Band, das von der
unteren Grenzfrequenz und der oberen Grenzfrequenz bestimmt ist, das von dem Filtersteuerungsabschnitt (34)
initialisiert wurde, ein Frequenzband ist, das einen relativ großen Bereich möglicher Tonhöhen einschließt, die das
Klangsignal haben kann.

6. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei der Filtersteuerungsabschnitt (34) dazu angepasst ist,
die jeweiligen vorbestimmten Anfangswerte der unteren Grenzfrequenz und der oberen Grenzfrequenz so zu be-
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stimmen, dass das anfängliche Band eine Bandbreite hat, die einer Charakteristik einer Klangerzeugungsquelle
des Klangsignals entspricht.

7. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei der Zieleinstellungsabschnitt (32) dazu
angepasst ist, als den unteren Zielwert einen Wert einzustellen, der um einen ersten Verschiebungswert niedriger
als die von dem Tonhöhenerfassungsabschnitt (26) erfasste Tonhöhe ist, und dazu angepasst ist, als den oberen
Zielwert einen Wert einzustellen, der um einen zweiten Verschiebungswert höher als die von dem Tonhöhenerfas-
sungsabschnitt (26) erfasste Tonhöhe ist.

8. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 7, wobei der zweite Verschiebungswert einen größeren Cent-
Wert als der erste Verschiebungswert aufweist.

9. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 7 oder 8, wobei der erste und der zweite Verschiebungswert
gemäß einer Charakteristik einer Klangerzeugungsquelle des Klangsignals bestimmt werden.

10. Tonhöhenerfassungsvorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei der Tonhöhenerfassungsabschnitt
(26) dazu angepasst ist, eine Tonhöhe des Klangsignals für jeden von vorbestimmten Zeitrahmen sequenziell zu
erfassen.

11. Computerimplementiertes Tonhöhenerfassungsverfahren, aufweisend:

einen Schritt zum Filtern eines Klangsignals zum Unterdrücken von Frequenzkomponenten des Klangsignals,
die niedriger als eine untere Grenzfrequenz sind und die höher als eine obere Grenzfrequenz sind; und
einen Schritt zum Erfassen einer Tonhöhe des von dem Schritt zum Filtern verarbeiteten Klangsignals,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Tonhöhenerfassungsverfahren ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt zum variablen Einstellen eines unteren Zielwerts, der niedriger als die von dem Schritt zum
Erfassen erfasste Tonhöhe ist, und eines oberen Zielwerts, der höher als die erfasste Tonhöhe ist; und
einen Schritt zum Verursachen, dass sich die untere Grenzfrequenz mit der Zeit dem unteren Zielwert
annähert, und Verursachen, dass sich die obere Grenzfrequenz mit der Zeit dem oberen Zielwert annähert,
und zwar unabhängig voneinander.

12. Computerlesbares Speichermedium, in dem ein Programm gespeichert ist, das dazu angepasst ist, einen Computer
dazu zu veranlassen, ein Tonhöhenerfassungsverfahren auszuführen, wobei das Tonhöhenerfassungsverfahren
aufweist:

einen Schritt zum Filtern eines Klangsignals zum Unterdrücken von Frequenzkomponenten des Klangsignals,
die niedriger als eine untere Grenzfrequenz sind und die höher als eine obere Grenzfrequenz sind; und
einen Schritt zum Erfassen einer Tonhöhe des von dem Schritt zum Filtern verarbeiteten Klangsignals,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Tonhöhenerfassungsverfahren ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt zum variablen Einstellen eines unteren Zielwerts, der niedriger als die von dem Schritt zum
Erfassen erfasste Tonhöhe ist, und eines oberen Zielwerts, der höher als die erfasste Tonhöhe ist; und
einen Schritt zum Verursachen, dass sich die untere Grenzfrequenz mit der Zeit dem unteren Zielwert
annähert, und Verursachen, dass sich die obere Grenzfrequenz mit der Zeit dem oberen Zielwert annähert,
und zwar unabhängig voneinander.

Revendications

1. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale comprenant :

un filtre passe-bande (24) qui est adapté pour supprimer des composantes de fréquence d’un signal sonore
qui sont plus basses qu’une fréquence de coupure côté bas et qui sont plus hautes qu’une fréquence de coupure
côté haut ; et
une section de détection de hauteur tonale (26) qui est adaptée pour détecter une hauteur tonale du signal
sonore ayant été traité par ledit filtre passe-bande (24),
caractérisé en ce que ledit appareil de détection de hauteur tonale comprend en outre :
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une section d’établissement de cible (32) qui, en conformité avec la hauteur tonale détectée par ladite
section de détection de hauteur tonale (26), est adaptée pour établir de manière variable une valeur cible
côté bas plus basse que la hauteur tonale détectée et une valeur cible côté haut plus haute que la hauteur
tonale détectée ; et
une section de commande de filtre (34) qui est adaptée pour amener les fréquences de coupure côté bas
et haut à s’approcher de leurs valeurs cibles respectives au cours du temps indépendamment l’une de l’autre.

2. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite section de commande de filtre
(34) est adaptée pour initialiser la fréquence de coupure côté bas et la fréquence de coupure côté haut à des valeurs
initiales prédéterminées respectives.

3. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite section de commande de filtre
(34) est adaptée pour initialiser la fréquence de coupure côté bas et la fréquence de coupure côté haut aux valeurs
initiales prédéterminées respectives lorsqu’aucune hauteur tonale n’a été détectée par ladite section de détection
de hauteur tonale (26).

4. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon la revendication 2, qui comprend en outre une section de détection
d’attaque (42) qui est adaptée pour détecter une attaque du signal sonore, et dans lequel, lorsque ladite section de
détection d’attaque (42) a détecté une attaque du signal sonore, ladite section de commande de filtre (34) initialise
la fréquence de coupure côté bas et la fréquence de coupure côté haut aux valeurs initiales prédéterminées res-
pectives.

5. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2 à 4, dans lequel une bande
initiale déterminée par la fréquence de coupure côté bas et la fréquence de coupure côté haut initialisées par ladite
section de commande de filtre (34) est une bande de fréquence incluant une plage relativement large de hauteurs
tonales possibles que le signal sonore peut posséder.

6. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ladite section de commande de filtre
(34) est adaptée pour déterminer les valeurs initiales prédéterminées respectives de la fréquence de coupure côté
bas et la fréquence de coupure côté haut de telle sorte que la bande initiale ait une largeur de bande correspondant
à une caractéristique d’une source de génération de son du signal sonore.

7. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel ladite section
d’établissement de cible (32) est adaptée pour établir, en tant que valeur cible côté bas, une valeur plus basse d’une
première valeur de décalage que la hauteur tonale détectée par ladite section de détection de hauteur tonale (26)
et est adaptée pour établir, en tant que valeur cible côté haut, une valeur plus haute d’une seconde valeur de
décalage que la hauteur tonale détectée par ladite section de détection de hauteur tonale (26).

8. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ladite seconde valeur de décalage
comprend une plus grande valeur en pour cent que ladite première valeur de décalage.

9. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon la revendication 7 ou 8, dans lequel les première et seconde valeurs
de décalage sont déterminées en conformité avec une caractéristique d’une source de génération de son du signal
sonore.

10. Appareil de détection de hauteur tonale selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel ladite section
de détection de hauteur tonale (26) est adaptée pour détecter séquentiellement une hauteur tonale du signal sonore
pour chacune des tranches de temps prédéterminées.

11. Procédé de détection de hauteur tonale implémenté par ordinateur comprenant :

une étape de filtrage d’un signal sonore permettant de supprimer des composantes de fréquence de signal
sonore qui sont plus basses qu’une fréquence de coupure côté bas et qui sont plus hautes qu’une fréquence
de coupure côté haut ; et
une étape de détection d’une hauteur tonale du signal sonore ayant été traitée par ladite étape de filtrage,
caractérisé en ce que ledit procédé de détection de hauteur tonale comprend en outre :

une étape d’établissement variable d’une valeur cible côté bas plus basse que la hauteur tonale détectée
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par ladite étape de détection et d’une valeur cible côté haut plus haute que la hauteur tonale détectée ; et
une étape consistant à amener la fréquence de coupure côté bas à s’approcher de la valeur cible côté bas
au cours du temps et à amener la fréquence de coupure côté haut à s’approcher de la valeur cible côté
haut au cours du temps indépendamment l’une de l’autre.

12. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur stockant un programme adapté pour amener un ordinateur à réaliser un
procédé de détection de hauteur tonale, ledit procédé de détection de hauteur tonale comprenant :

une étape de filtrage d’un signal sonore permettant de supprimer des composantes de fréquence de signal
sonore qui sont plus basses qu’une fréquence de coupure côté bas et qui sont plus hautes qu’une fréquence
de coupure côté haut ; et
une étape de détection d’une hauteur tonale du signal sonore ayant été traitée par ladite étape de filtrage,
caractérisé en ce que ledit procédé de détection de hauteur tonale comprend en outre :

une étape d’établissement variable d’une valeur cible côté bas plus basse que la hauteur tonale détectée
par ladite étape de détection et d’une valeur cible côté haut plus haute que la hauteur tonale détectée ; et
une étape consistant à amener la fréquence de coupure côté bas à s’approcher de la valeur cible côté bas
au cours du temps et à amener la fréquence de coupure côté haut à s’approcher de la valeur cible côté
haut au cours du temps indépendamment l’une de l’autre.
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